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LUTON AIRPORT PUBLIC INQUIRY 

OPENING SUBMISSIONS OF LUTON BOROUGH COUNCIL 

BY 

JOHN STEEL KC 

 

1. As the application before this public inquiry by Luton Airport Operations Ltd (LLAOL) 

is under section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, it concerns solely 

whether a planning permission should be granted differing from the conditions the 

subject of a planning permission previously granted. It concerns whether the 

conditions in the 13 October 2017 planning permission (Ref: 15/00950/VARCON) should 

be amended as proposed in the application or as otherwise determined by the 

Secretary of State. The conditions which are likely to be of greatest contention at this 

public inquiry concern the passenger cap (condition 8) and the application to vary the 

area covered by the summer noise contours (condition 10). Having read the evidence 

of the objectors, of less contention are consequential variations to conditions 22 (car 

parking management), 24 (travel plan) and 28 (approved plans and documents). 

 

2. The principle of the development as granted by the 2017 planning permission was not 

therefore a matter for consideration by the Local Planning Authority nor is it at this 

public inquiry. The 2017 planning permission remains in force whatever the decision 

of the Secretary of State on the current planning application and the airport would be 

able lawfully to continue to operate under that planning permission.  

 

3. On 30th November/1st December 2021 Luton Borough Council, as statutory Local 

Planning Authority, by its Development Management Committee, determined the 

application. The decision was of course subject to any call-in by the Secretary of State. 

The conclusion reached after careful consideration of the issues in the planning report 

of officers, which set out the issues in significant detail, was that planning permission 

should be granted in accordance with the application, subject to planning conditions 
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set out in the minutes of the meeting and a variation of the previous 2017 section 106 

planning obligation. [See CD5.07 – CD 5.14].  

 

4. The noise generated by aircraft when in the air is at the heart of the objections to the 

planning application. There are of course other issues which are raised by objectors, 

but air noise is the principal issue. There is understood to be no substantial challenge 

to the conclusions on ground noise and surface access noise, namely that in neither 

case would there be any material adverse change in noise levels at any noise-sensitive 

receptor location. It is to be observed that no empirical noise evidence is put forward 

by objectors and there is no evidence that the numerical evidence relied on by the 

Council concerning air noise is inaccurate. The Council’s acoustic consultants, relying 

on the empirical noise evidence submitted by the Applicant and updated by the 

evidence in ESA4, concluded that there would be no material adverse impact caused 

by the proposed increase in passengers from 18mppa to 19mappa, and that the 

change would be imperceptible and negligible, as the change would be less than 1 dB 

LAeq for both relevant 16 hrs day and 8 hrs night periods at any noise sensitive 

receptor.  

 

5.  It is to be noted that the planning conditions the subject of the application for 

variation are not the sole noise control conditions which are sought to be imposed on 

the 2017 planning permission by the Council1. The planning permission should be 

considered as a whole. Other noise control conditions include an amended and 

detailed Noise Control Scheme to be implemented as agreed, a Noise Control 

Monitoring Scheme and a Ground Noise Control Scheme, the latter two schemes 

having been previously agreed on 2 March 2015 and in force since then. In addition, 

the Council in its 1st December 2021 decision of the DMC proposed that the 

development would be subject to condition 282 requiring the scheme to be subject to 

inter alia a Carbon Reduction Strategy, the latter to be agreed and subsequently 

regularly reviewed in accordance with condition 29, which would also introduce 

                                                           
1 See 2017 planning permission Ref: 15/00950/VARCON conditions 08-12 + s106 Obligation Sched 1 [CD7.03 + 
CD8.42]  
2 See conditions 30 November 2019 Officer Report [CD5.08 Appx1 p48] – and now in SOCG Appendix 2 
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concomitant noise benefits as a result of the introduction of modern aircraft over 

future years. 

 

6. The policy of central government is set out in a number of documents, in particular 

NPPF and, in respect of airport development, the Airports Policy Framework 2013 

(APF) [CD 10.04], Airports National Policy Statement June 2018 (ANPS) [CD10.15] 

Beyond the Horizon - Making Best Use of Existing Runways June 2018 (MBU) [CD 

10.13], Flightpath to the Future 2022 [CD11.15] and Jet Zero Strategy July 2022 

[CD11.19]. No policy proposes no growth or a cap on growth of airports. The opposite 

is true – the Government’s UK airports policy is that it will be supportive of growth in 

airport capacity where justified (Flightpath to the Future, pp8, 26: #3), and the making 

of the best use of existing runways across the whole of the UK (Heathrow Airport 

excepted which has an NPS), it being for the relevant planning authority to judge 

proposals on their individual merits, taking careful account of all relevant 

considerations, particularly economic and environmental impacts and proposed 

mitigations (see APF §1.60, ANPS §1.39, MBU §1.29, Flightpath to the Future May 

2022 p18, and Jet Zero Strategy July 2022 §3.61). The Council has followed and applied 

this policy in its 1st December 2021 decision and, in respect of the more recent 2022 

government policy, taken it into account in its evidence to this inquiry.  

 

7. Since the decision made by the Council on 1st December 2021, the applicant Airport 

Operator has issued an ES Addendum, ESA 4 [CD 1.16]. That contains new information 

in particular with respect to aircraft movements and passenger forecasts which in turn 

affect the future noise, emission and climate change impacts. As would be expected 

and encouraged by government guidance, discussions have been held throughout the 

application process between experts and officers acting on behalf of the Airport 

Operator and the local planning authority in order to narrow any differences and 

understand the various methodologies used for the prediction of impacts. The Council 

is now in a position to conclude that the evidence included within ESA 4 [CD 1.16] and 

conclusions reached in particular concerning noise as a result of the introduction of a 

modernised fleet of aircraft consequential upon the grant of planning permission for 

an increase to 19 mppa would be fully in accordance with government and Local Plan 
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policy, and in particular in accordance with policy LLP6B in respect of airport noise 

considerations. It demonstrates that the night-time noise contour exceedances 

predicted to be at a maximum in 2023 will be temporary, return to the Condition 10 

levels by 2031, and continue to reduce thereafter. Previously, at the time of the DM 

Committee meeting on 30 November and 1st  December 2021, it was concluded that 

Local Plan policy LLP6 would not be met, albeit that the breach would be marginal in 

noise terms3. The July 2022 ESA4 confirms that the latest evidence supports the 

decision made by the Council in December 2021 in favour of granting planning 

permission and that it was clearly correct. 

 

8. Even if a development were to be in breach of policy, contrary to the evidence before 

the public inquiry, it does not follow that planning permission should be refused. It is 

trite that if a development is either in breach of or not in accordance with one or more 

policies in the development plan it is not necessarily the case that the development 

would be contrary to the development plan when considered as a whole. A planning 

balance must be carried out which includes taking into account and balancing against 

any negative aspects the other policies of the plan and other material considerations 

including government policy which may be positively in its favour and of significant 

weight. Here that is the case. 

 

9. Some objectors, in particular LADACAN, seek to revisit earlier grants of planning 

permission including in particular that of 2014 and also seek to challenge the 

interpretation and application of the empirical evidence submitted by the applicant 

and accepted by the Council in making its decision. Importantly, none of the objectors 

including Rule 6 Parties put forward any alternative empirical evidence. In the absence 

of any evidence which undermines it, the empirical evidence must be taken to be 

correct and given full weight. LADACAN also attack the sufficiency of the information 

in the ES. The Council sought further information which was provided by the Applicant 

in ESA3 and is satisfied that the requirements of the EA Regulations have been met.  

 

                                                           
3 As at November 2021, ESA3 stated that no dwelling Day or Night would experience an increase of or above 2.0 
dBLAeq  (CD4.06 p28/29 Tables 8.14, 8.15) as a result of the proposals. 
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10. It is not entirely clear what LADACAN’s case is on a number of other matters but they 

seem to wish to widen the public inquiry into one well beyond its remit set by the 

Secretary of State in his call-in letter. They seek as a major part of their case, it seems, 

to question and investigate in this forum the expediency of the decision by the Council 

not to take enforcement action against the airport. 

 

11. The Council would question the taking up of time at the public inquiry to investigate 

such issues. To make it patently clear so that there is no doubt, the Council refutes any 

and all criticism of it not having taken enforcement action and to have considered it 

expedient to resolve the matter through negotiations with the Airport Operator. A s77 

(or s78) planning appeal whether by way of public inquiry or otherwise is of course 

not a forum which can or should question the lawfulness of the Council’s previous 

actions and decisions. That also applies to it not being the forum to investigate the 

expediency or appropriateness of that decision and it is to be noted that, even though 

threatened in 2018 by solicitors acting on behalf of LADACAN, at no stage has any 

judicial review or other action been mounted by LADACAN or any other objector 

concerning a failure to take enforcement action against the airport. A Local Planning 

Authority is to be presumed as a matter of law to be acting lawfully unless and until it 

has been determined to the contrary by a Court of competent jurisdiction, here the 

Planning Court of the High Court. There has been no such application and no such 

determination. It is not within the power of the Secretary of State to determine 

otherwise. It would furthermore take up a considerable amount of time of the public 

inquiry and in effect amount to satellite litigation which would not and cannot affect 

the decision whether or not to grant planning permission for an increase in passengers 

to 19mppa. For this reason the Council has not put forward evidence in rebuttal of 

these issues but reserves its position if the issues to be considered at the public inquiry 

are broadened beyond those specifically identified in the Secretary of State’s call-in 

letter.  

 

12. It is to be recalled that the taking of enforcement action is not only discretionary, but 

a Council, in deciding whether or not it is considered expedient to take such action 
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(the statutory question for it in the statute4), must act proportionately5. If there is no 

material harm or adverse impact on amenity which has occurred as a result of a breach 

of planning control then the taking of enforcement action would usually not be 

proportionate6; it could amount to unreasonable behaviour, potentially opening up 

the Council to an award of costs at an enforcement appeal. One of the advised options 

open to a Council where, for example, planning conditions need to be imposed, is for 

the developer to submit a planning application to regularise the position. That is what 

has occurred here.  

 

13. No party goes so far as to assert that there would be no socio-economic benefits of 

the proposal in terms of job creation. This includes the neighbouring local authorities. 

The 660 or so direct jobs created would, however, be relatively modest in terms of 

employment numbers found at the airport as a whole (which decreased by some 1,300 

in 2019 to about 10,600 in 2021) but would serve to replace some of the jobs lost 

during and post pandemic in an area where such job creation is to be given substantial 

weight. However, the principal economic benefit of the proposals would result from 

the safeguarding of existing jobs and the underpinning of the confidence of airlines 

and business supply chains in the future of Luton Airport, thereby avoiding the risk of 

decline. This is seen by the Council’s Business and Investment Unit as being vital to 

Luton’s economy7. There is no doubt that in socio-economic terms Luton Airport is of 

significant economic importance locally, to the region and to the UK as a whole.  

 

14. To be weighed in the balance are several other relevant positive factors in addition to 

the creation and safeguarding of jobs and support of the local economy, including the 

benefits from the proposed amended noise insulation scheme, the reduction in 

emissions to be secured as a result of the introduction of a modernised fleet by airlines 

attracted to the airport as a UK base, to be secured by the Carbon Reduction Strategy 

(CRS)8.  

                                                           
4 S172(1) Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
5 PPG Enforcement §§003, 007, 010/011 [CD13.10(b)] 
6 PPG Enforcement §011 [CD13.10(b)] 
7 See CD5.08 p 58/89 per LBC Business and Investment Unit consultation reply. 
8 Draft Condition 29 in SoCG 
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15. The evidence of the Airport Operator is that the grant of planning permission would 

lead to the introduction of a more modernised fleet of aircraft at Luton with 

consequential improvements in both noise and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as 

well as climate change benefits. This is to be welcomed. The Local Planning Authority 

seeks to ensure as best able that the benefits are secured and brought into effect by 

planning condition, a draft of which is condition 29 in the draft conditions [SoCG 

Appendix 2] which seeks to implement an agreed Carbon Reduction Strategy with 

subsequent reviews, the draft of which was submitted with the planning application9. 

 

16. The CRS would be in in accordance with the Government’s strategic framework in Jet 

Zero July 2022 and is more detailed than the carbon reduction plans, if any, or 

proposals accepted in all the recent decisions concerning airport expansion at 

Stansted, Southampton, Bristol and Manston airports10.  

 

17. The professional expert noise evidence to be called by the Council is that the proposed 

expansion from 18mppa to 19mppa would cause negligible, temporary and indeed 

imperceptible adverse impacts, in particular as a result of continuing modernisation 

of the aircraft fleet.  

 

18. It is for these and other reasons in its evidence that the Council is supporting the case 

that planning permission should be granted, subject to imposing appropriate 

conditions and the Airport entering into a section 106 obligation as proposed. 

 

John Steel KC 

39 Essex Chambers 

27th September 2022  VF 

                                                           
9 See e.g. Outline Carbon Reduction Plan Tables 4.1 and 4.2 [CD 4.05]. 
10 See decisions re: Stansted (May 2021) CD15.01, Southampton (April 2021) CD15.03, Bristol (February 2022) 
CD15.05 (JR to be heard in November 2022), and Manston (August 2022) CD15.06. 


